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ABSTRACT
In today’s news deluge, it can often be overwhelming to understand the significance of a news article or verify the facts within. One approach to address this challenge is to identify relevant data so that crucial statistics or facts can be highlighted for the user to easily digest, and thus improve the user’s comprehension of the news story in a larger context. In this paper, we look toward structured tables on the Web, especially the high quality data tables from Wikipedia, to assist in news understanding. Specifically, we aim to automatically find tables related to a news article. For that, we leverage the content and entities extracted from news articles and their matching tables to fine-tune a Bidirectional Transformers (BERT) model. The resulting model is, therefore, an encoder tailored for article-to-table match. To find the matching tables for a given news article, the fine-tuned BERT model encodes each table in the corpus and the news article into their respective embedding vectors. The tables with the highest cosine similarities to the news article in this new representation space are considered the possible matches. Comprehensive experimental analyses show that the new approach significantly outperforms the baselines over a large, weakly-labeled, dataset obtained from Web click logs as well as a small, crowdsourced, evaluation set. Specifically, our approach achieves near 90% accuracy@5 as opposed to baselines varying between 30% and 64%.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Web Tables have generated much interest as an invaluable resource for structured data on the Web [1]. The organized representation of complex data enables quick understanding of entity relationships. At the same time, digital news content has expanded as an increasing number of readers consume the majority of their news online [10]. Given the volume of information online, news understanding could be enhanced by surfacing contextual data relevant to the article. Indeed, analysis of Web traffic has confirmed that many readers search for Wikipedia pages directly after reading news articles. Complementary research in [5] also shows how linking sentences in the article with data from table cells can further enhance the news consumption experience given a matching article and table, that is, once the article and table have been collocated. Thus, we argue that the growing abundance of data tables on the Web should be leveraged for news understanding and exploration.

In this paper, we focus on high quality data tables from Wikipedia as the source of structured data for the article-to-table collocation task (see example in Fig. 1) for three reasons: (1) higher quality of tables compared to the average data table quality on the Web thanks to the Wikipedia community ecosystem; (2) rich contextual metadata that can be leveraged; and (3) accurate entity recognition for linked entity mentions based on direct mapping of entities’ MIDs and their Wikipedia URLs in Freebase. While the problem of collocating data tables with news articles is novel, we explored several approaches based on existing techniques for text encoding [2] leveraging the structure of the table itself.
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The core challenge with this problem is developing a high quality table to news article matching model. To address this, online reader behavior is leveraged to construct a weakly supervised training dataset of \langle \text{news article, web table} \rangle pairs based on news article follow-up visits to Wikipedia table pages over a large aggregate of anonymized users. We explore features extracted from the Web Tables and articles: title, content and Knowledge Base entity categories derived from the table columns. We employ such features in a model based on Bidirectional Transformers (BERT) explicitly tailored for the article-to-table matching task: the model is treated as an encoder from text input and pre-trained on a news corpus and then fine-tuned with features from co-visited news articles and Wikipedia tables. To perform the matching of a given news article, the fine-tuned BERT model encodes the news article into a dense vector, as well as the candidate tables, and the tables with the highest cosine similarities to the news article in the model’s encoding space are considered as possible matches.

In our experimental evaluation, the model significantly outperformed baselines on human-rated article-table pairs, achieving top-5 accuracy of almost 90% versus an array of baselines that achieved no more than 64%. Our contributions are as follows:

1. Introduction of a novel technical problem of collocating/ranking data tables for news articles (Section 3)
2. Exploration of applicable approaches that rely on prior information retrieval or document matching techniques (Section 2)
3. A novel BERT-style matching model for encoding a news article and a data table in the same semantic space for matching, as well as the novel incorporation of table column entity hypernym in representation (Section 4)
4. A method for automatically generating large scale weakly supervised training data set with reasonably high quality (Section 5)
5. Comprehensive empirical evaluation to demonstrate the advantage of the proposed approach (Section 6)

2 RELATED WORK

In exploring related work to the News-Table matching task, we review work on leveraging the structured nature of Web table retrieval as well text encoders.

2.1 Web Table Retrieval

Much work has been conducted on question-answer tasks using Web tables. Yin et al. [17] introduced a neural-network-based model for answering natural language (NL) questions from content on Web tables. Given an NL query, the model outputs a ranked list of entities from the tables that answer it. This is done by jointly learning representations of queries and tables using a multi-layer attention network that creates table annotations at different levels. Similar to [17], Yan et al. [13] propose a method to answer natural language queries using Web tables but instead of returning entities as response, they aim to find whole tables that match the query. For this, they implemented a two-step approach. First, they use a standard IR model (BM25) that selects \(k\) candidate tables on the table dataset, and then apply machine learning methods on the \(k\) candidate tables to rank them, using as features similarity scores between the query with different parts of the table (head, row, column and caption). The work [18] has a similar goal but they try to match keyword queries to tables using a learning-to-rank approach. For that, they compute different similarities from raw words, entities, word embeddings and entity embeddings present in both query and table and feed them into a Random Forest model to calculate their similarity. Although in this work we are also interested in the problem of table matching as these previous approaches, our goal is to match tables with news articles which have very different characteristics than NL or keyword-based queries.

2.2 Text Encoding

Different approaches have been proposed to perform text encoding in order to best represent words, sentences or
even documents to capture underlying meanings and relationships which has been shown helpful in tasks such as text classification or matching. Universal Sentence Encoder (USE) [15] is an encoder that learns sentence representations primarily for matching tasks namely paraphrasing detection or entity resolution. It does so by jointly trained the encoder on three different tasks: question and answering, textual entailment and sentence similarity with the previous and next sentences. Doc2Vec [7] is another type of encoder which adapts the well-known word2vec [9] approach for paragraphs or documents, trying to capture the underlying concept on them.

State-of-the-art results in a variety of language related tasks, including question answering have been achieved based on Bidirectional Encoder Representations with Transformers (BERT)[2]. BERT models rely on pre-trained deep bidirectional layers which can be fine-tuned on specific tasks. An adaptation of BERT for News data was proposed by [14] for multi-doc headline generation. This pretrained model is the basis of the work conducted in this paper.

3 PROBLEM DEFINITION AND SOLUTION OVERVIEW

In this section, we formalize the problem we aim to tackle in this work and present an overview of our solution.

3.1 Problem Definition

Given a news article \( A \) and a set of data tables \( T \), the goal is to identify the most relevant table(s) in \( T \) to \( A \). Formally, we define table recommendation for news articles as a ranking problem as follows:

Problem. [News-Table Ranking] Given a news article \( A \), a set of candidate tables \( T \), rank tables in \( T \) by their relevance to \( A \).

The notion of relevance is defined broadly. A table could be providing an organized summary of the news article, e.g., a filmography of Marvel Cinematic Universe Films\(^2\) table for a news article on the history of the Marvel Cinematic Universe\(^3\). A table could also be providing additional background information related to the news article for readers to explore, e.g., a list of the most expensive paintings ever sold\(^4\) for a news article reporting the sale of Leonardo da Vinci’s “Salvator Mundi”\(^5\).

We let user behavior on news-to-table exploration drive our definition of relevance, as we shall describe in Section 5.3.

3.2 Solution Overview

To perform the news-table ranking task, our goal is to identify a scoring function \( f: \mathcal{A} \times T \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \) that scores (and thus ranks) tables in \( T \) for the given article \( A \), based on content features extracted from both \( A \) and tables in \( T \). To create this function, we explore features in news articles and tables.

News articles features. We extract the following features from the news article. First, textual features including HTML title and main content of the news article, which is the article’s content without the repeated information in the website’s template (boilerplate content). We leverage boilerplate detection algorithms\(^6\) to ignore boilerplate content. Second, semantic features including entities and their most salient hypernyms from the news article; hypernyms are the IS-A categories for the base entities, e.g., “LeBron James”→”basketball player”.

Table features. Similar to the news article, we extract the following textual features from the table and its accompanying page: HTML title and (non-structured) textual content, which are directly extracted from the page containing the table; and (structured) table content, which are cell contents flattened in its natural order; we assume row-major, which is appropriate in almost all cases. We also extract textual features unique to the table structure: caption and header, which are meta textual content describing the table that are usually identifiable from HTML tags. Finally, for semantic features we focus on column-aggregated entity hypernyms to take advantage of the table structure further. Specifically, we filter for the maximum-agreement KG entity hypernym from entities within a column.

Both textual and semantic features, regardless of whether they are from news articles or tables, are represented as a sequence of word tokens as the raw input. Once extracted, the features serve as input into the scoring function \( f \), and our goal is to develop the most effective model for the scoring function.

4 THE MATCHING MODEL

Bidirectional transformer models trained on natural text such as BERT have demonstrated huge advances over previous generalized language models [2]. Inspired by the success for deeper understanding with text embeddings, we incorporate the technique and tailor the architecture and training tasks for our news article to table collocation task. The BERT framework has two key steps: pre-training, where the model learns text encoders from language model tasks on a text corpus; and fine-tuning, which specializes the model encoder...
on a specific task. In our solution, we pre-train a BERT model on a large news corpus and fine-tune it on table-article pairs. The resulting model is used to perform the news-table matching by encoding an incoming news article and the tables in the corpus into their respective embedding vectors. The matching score is the cosine similarity between the article and the table in the model’s encoding space. One can consider the tables with the highest scores as the potential matches.

4.1 Pre-Training with News Corpus

We incorporate the same pre-training architecture ($L = 12$ layers and $H = 768$ dimension size) and tasks (Masked Language Model and Next Sentence Prediction) of BERT, but perform the pre-training specifically on news corpus and a vocabulary derived from the news corpus, based on our observation that model performance is correlated to the size and the underlying vocabulary. We leveraged the work in [14], to obtain a BERT model pre-trained explicitly for news (NewsBERT). The vocabulary for BERT is also tailored to news: we extract a 50K vocabulary from a corpus of 50M online news documents using a WordPiece tokenizer [12]. The model was then pre-trained using the same corpus of 50M news articles generating 1.3 billion sentences in total.

Note that we only apply the pre-training task on the news corpus: the number of documents containing high quality data tables available in our dataset (see Section 5) is much smaller compared to the news corpus, and is therefore not suitable for pre-training. The underlying assumption we make here is that any semantic gap between the news corpus and the table corpus can be rectified in the fine-tuning stage, which will capture the intrinsic correspondences between news articles and tables.

4.2 Fine-Tuning with News-Table Pairs

Leveraging the pre-trained NewsBERT model as an encoder, we further fine-tune the embeddings corresponding to the textual and semantic features from both news articles and tables. For that, we introduce a novel fine-tuning task that captures the article-to-table relevance based on aggregated user behavior, and design a pipeline to identifying weak supervision training examples at scale.

Fig. 2 depicts the model architecture for our fine-tuning stage. Each block in the figure corresponds to a Transformer network. We use the same Transformer encoder architecture as in pre-training for encoding a news article or a table represented as a sequence. The encoder for news article and for table share the same set of parameter, and they are initialized with the pre-trained model checkpoint.

The model is trained using as input a triple composed of a news article $A$, a positive table $T^+$ (table associated to $A$), and a negative table $T^-$ (table not associated to $A$), for which we aim to ensure:

$$f(A, T^+) > f(A, T^-),$$

where $f(A, T)$ represents the cosine similarity between the embedding vectors of news article $A$ and table $T$. This is implemented in the training by minimizing the hinge loss:

$$L(A, T^+, T^-) = \max(0, f(A, T^-) - f(A, T^+) + \beta) \quad (1)$$

The training goal is therefore to learn that negative (article, table) pairs should have lower similarity than that of the corresponding positive pairs. Section 5.3 describes the details of the training data selection for the fine-tuning task.

The input for each Transformer in our architecture is the sequence representation of a news article or a table. Specifically, the raw token sequences from the news side include title, content, entities and hypernyms, whereas the token sequences from the table side include title, (page) content, (column header) and hypernyms. The input sequence for a news article or a table to the encoder is formed as a concatenation of the sequence features.

$$\langle [CLS] \text{ title} [SEP] \text{ hypernyms} [SEP] \text{ content} \rangle$$

The [CLS] token indicates the beginning of the sequence and [SEP] separates the different feature vector components. The semantic features of news article is a comma-separated list of $\langle$entity name,hypernym$\rangle$ pairs, ordered by the entities’ topicality to the article. Semantic features of a table is a comma-separated list of $\langle$column header, aggregated entity, hypernym$\rangle$ tuples, occurring in the same left-to-right order of columns as they appear in the table. Such ordering is correlated with table editors’ perception of the importance of columns for the table. We impose a maximum token length of the entire input sequence, with a budget allocated for each individual segment. Specifically, we adopted a budget of 50 tokens for title, 100 tokens for column entity semantics, and 150 tokens for content. The entire sequence is limited to 300 tokens. Any unused budget of a segment is distributed to other segments (if needed) prioritized by title > column-semantics > content. For ablation, we also experimented with the same model architecture, with column-semantics de-activated, in which case the budget for content is increased to 250, while the budget for title and the maximum token length for the entire sequence remain unchanged.

4.3 Ranked Retrieval

The fine-tuned BERT model is then used to encode each table in our table corpus into an embedding vector based on the token sequences generated from the textual and semantic

---

1 Hinge loss is particularly appropriate for learning-to-rank applications; see https://tinyurl.com/ranking-loss.

2 The 300 token length limit was constricted by our resource configuration.
features. Given a news article, we apply the same encoding process to the token sequences from the news article to produce its embedding vector, which is then used to query the set of table vectors to retrieve those tables with the highest cosine similarities to the news article.

5 TRAINING DATA COLLECTION

In this section, we describe how we collected the news articles and table data, the features we extracted from them, and how we generated a large set of (weakly) labeled pairs for the fine-tuning step.

5.1 News Articles

For the pre-training task, we collected about 50 million of English news articles on the Web published between May 2018 and May 2019. As mentioned in Section 3.2, we extract the title and content of each article as features for training, as well as \( k \) most topical entities and their respective hypernyms. While we used a proprietary knowledge base augmented with an IS-A database on its entities, a public alternative is DBpedia’s \( \text{rdf.type} \) field for each entity.

5.2 Wikipedia Tables

For table data, we use processed Wikipedia tables and limit the corpus to English list-like pages since the page title is often a good description of the content of the table(s) in the page. We ended up working with a total of about 53K Wikipedia pages having at least one large enough (\( \geq 5 \) rows) horizontal table; "List(s) of..." pages without a qualified horizontal table are not included in our training or evaluation.

For each qualified table page, we extract the page-level features as described in Section 3.2, and the table feature from the representative table of the page (if there exists multiple tables on the page). The representative table is chosen as the largest table (in number of cells), unless:

a. There exist superlative table(s) on the page,\(^\text{11}\) in which case the first superlative table in the page is chosen as the representative table.

b. The page contains chronologically ordered tables, in which case the most recent one is chosen as the representative table.

The representative tables in our corpus compose our candidate table universe \( T \) of 53K Wikipedia tables.

5.3 News-Table Pairs

To establish the connection between the news articles and the Wikipedia tables, we utilize users’ collective behavior of table exploration following visits to news articles. More specifically, for the fine-tuning task, positive training labels were obtained from Web session logs between August 2017 and December 2019 suitably aggregated and anonymized to satisfy strong differential privacy guarantees. From these, we obtained \( \langle A, T \rangle \) co-visit counts such that the Wikipedia page containing table \( T \) was visited within 10 minutes after \( A \) was visited for a minimum percent of \( z \) sessions; in our experiments we set \( z = 0.3\% \). This yielded a total of 130K positive pairs of \( \langle A, T^+ \rangle \).

\(^\text{11}\)A superlative table has a rank column and/or a column with rank-ordered numerical values, as defined in [6].
Negative training labels $⟨A, T^−⟩$ were selected from the entire corpus of tables $T$, using two different selection approaches: random and hard. In random selection, for each news article we initially removed its corresponding $k$ matching tables from $T$ and then select $k$ random tables as negative examples.

Since random negative examples can not help the models to discriminate well between positive and negative matches, we decided to increase the complexity of the negative examples by choosing non-matching tables closer to the article in the embedding space. For that, we generate a ranked list of tables for an article $A$ and conservatively sample between the 100th and 300th item in the ranked list. The ranked list were generated using cosine similarity with the baseline NewsBERT encoders. The table and article are both encoded using title and content as features. In the end, we were able to generate about 120K triples of $⟨A, T^+, T^−⟩$ as inputs for fine-tuning.

6 EXPERIMENTS

6.1 Implementation Details

The pre-training task for NewsBERT was conducted using a 128-core slice from a TPU v3 Pod with a total of 4 TiB of High Bandwidth Memory. Hyperparameters for training consisted of standard BERT configurations including 12 hidden layers, with 768 encoding dimension. Pre-training required a couple of days with the above configuration to complete.

Our custom NewsTableBERT model was fine-tuned using a 8-core slice from a TPU v2 pod. Hyperparameters consisted of standard BERT configurations including 12 hidden layers and a learning rate of $5e^{-5}$, with 768 encoding dimension and 256 batch size. Fine-tuning with this configuration took a few hours to complete.

6.2 Evaluation Data

Since we are not aware of any dataset providing “ground truth” labels for the matching quality of some set of table-article pairs, we manually created our evaluation data by using an internal production crowd evaluation platform. We selected candidate pairs with the goal of obtaining labels with a balance between positives and negatives. The expected-positive pairs were chosen based on the same scheme we used for generating training data: if a large number of users visited a Wikipedia page containing a table shortly after visiting a news article. While random selection of an article and table is likely to result in an “obvious” negative, expected-negative pairs were chosen to be less obviously negative by taking the source Wikipedia page for the table as a ‘news article’, running it through NewsBERT, and finding a similar but not most similar cosine distance between the page and news article embeddings.

We selected 300 article-table pairs using this method and asked labelers to determine the quality of tables paired to news articles and whether the table provides additional context for, or insight into, the article. Labelers were told to read the news article and then browse the table, consisting of a title, a header row with column names, and a sequence of rows with values. In addition to answering whether the table was relevant to the article (“Yes”, “So-so”, “No”), a question about the table’s level of clarity was used to ensure high enough table quality to enable assessment of relevance. Each pair was labeled by 3 to 5 labelers and each rater was restricted to evaluating at most 6 items in total. Labels were obtained from the majority of ratings; any pairs not having a majority were ignored. The resulting ground truth evaluation set consisted of about 128 labeled positive pairs. While this approach is not scalable enough to provide enough volume for training, it is useful both to validate our weakly-labeled data used in training as well as for testing the model.

Towards reproducibility of our experiments, WebTable data is publicly available with all the necessary information on feature extraction for tables. We used proprietary technology for the extraction of news article content and its topical entities & hypernyms. We recommend news-please and Newspaper3k as publicly accessible replacements. We also used a proprietary version of Freebase and technology forNamed Entity Recognition, Linking, and Typing. We point readers to DeepType as a public replacement. We have applied for the release of the positive and negative news-table pairs curated by human rater. Unfortunately, we cannot release training data set from user activity logs. As replacement, we encourage readers to use Wikipedia references to news article from both within a table and within the page of a table (more noisy), which are also available from the WebTable data.

6.3 Evaluation Metric

We evaluate all baselines and our proposed model as a ranked retrieval task, on the data table corpus described in Section 5.2, using accuracy@$k$ (a.k.a. top-$k$ accuracy) that measures the percentage of news articles in the test set correctly matched to at least one of the top-$k$ returned tables. Accuracy@$k$ is a metric widely used in the evaluation of question answering tasks (e.g., [3]) and recommendation systems (e.g., [8]) for which, like for our problem, recall is limited and there are one or few known results of each query. We perform our evaluation by ranking, for each one of the 128 news article in the labeled positive pairs, the most similar
We executed the following models that implement our proposed solution:

- **NewsTable-BERT (NT-BERT)** was constructed by fine-tuning the NewsBERT model explicitly to the NewsTable matching task, with 150K \( \langle A, T^+, T^- \rangle \) triplets.

The \( \{T^-\} \) were randomly sampled. The model was pre-trained using just Title from the article and Title, Content from the data table as feature vectors.

- **NewsTableHypernym-BERT (NTH-BERT)** additionally exploits the novel WebTable column entity hypernyms to fine-tune the model. The sequence representation of news articles and tables are as described in Section 4.2.

### 6.6 Results

We present in Table 2 the results of our proposed models and in Table 1 the performance of the best baselines. We evaluate all strategies with different combinations of the input features. The numbers show that NTH-BERT obtains the highest values of accuracy@k for all values of k. At k = 10, for instance, NTH-BERT correctly matches 95.3% of all articles in the test set. NT-BERT also outperforms all baselines but is inferior to NTH-BERT, which shows that the addition of hypernyms yielded a substantial improvement in the results of NTH-BERT. This confirms that our solution is in fact effective to correctly retrieve matching tables for news articles, which means that the use of a BERT style model, pre-trained on a News corpus, enhances the deep text understanding on the article side and provides context for a table within the Wikipedia page. Similarly, harnessing relevant Knowledge Graph entities from the structured nature of table columns offers a powerful tool for matching concepts.

Regarding the baselines, NewsBert’s accuracy@k in Table 1 demonstrates that this model outperforms USE, Doc2Vec and BERT for accuracy @1, @5, @10, and is slightly worse for some combinations @100. It is interesting to note the great difference in performance between BERTpublic and NewsBert, showing the importance for this task of having a pre-trained model built on a news corpus.

### 7 DISCUSSION

Achieving much higher accuracy at \( k = 1 \) may be quite difficult without changing the evaluation mechanism and/or over-fitting a model. First, there are inherent flaws in the underlying assumption that the News-Table matching problem can be treated as a ranked retrieval problem. For some articles, achieving accuracy@1 for a corresponding matched table is nearly impossible due to multiple equally applicable topics. For example, an article discussing the relationship between economic growth and poverty rates in U.S. states arguably has equally good matches to the tables *U.S. states and territories by economic growth rate* and *U.S. states and territories by economic growth rate*.

---

Table 1: Results for baselines (BM25, TF-IDF, USE, Doc2Vec, BERT, NewsBERT) on human verified evaluation set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Table</th>
<th>News</th>
<th>acc.@k=1</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BM25</td>
<td>(Title,Content)</td>
<td>(Title,Content)</td>
<td>.426</td>
<td>574</td>
<td>622</td>
<td>.831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TF-IDF</td>
<td>(Title,Content,Table Content)</td>
<td>(Title,Content)</td>
<td>.433</td>
<td>642</td>
<td>.730</td>
<td>.892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USE</td>
<td>(Title,Content)</td>
<td>(Table)</td>
<td>.230</td>
<td>439</td>
<td>.507</td>
<td>.669</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doc2Vec</td>
<td>(Title)</td>
<td>(Title,Content)</td>
<td>.237</td>
<td>419</td>
<td>.520</td>
<td>.851</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERTpublic</td>
<td>(Title,Content)</td>
<td>(Title,Content)</td>
<td>.243</td>
<td>466</td>
<td>.561</td>
<td>.838</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NewsBERT</td>
<td>(Title,Content)</td>
<td>(Title,Content)</td>
<td>.458</td>
<td>.725</td>
<td>.779</td>
<td>.824</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Results for specialized BERT based model, NT-BERT and NTH-BERT, on human verified evaluation set. Compared to the baseline of NewsBERT.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Table</th>
<th>News</th>
<th>acc.@k=1</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NewsBERT</td>
<td>(Title)</td>
<td>(Title)</td>
<td>.422</td>
<td>.602</td>
<td>.656</td>
<td>.719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Title,Content)</td>
<td>(Title,Content)</td>
<td>.438</td>
<td>.677</td>
<td>.746</td>
<td>.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Title,Content)</td>
<td>(Title,Content)</td>
<td>.458</td>
<td>.725</td>
<td>.779</td>
<td>.824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT-BERT</td>
<td>(Title)</td>
<td>(Title,Content)</td>
<td>.545</td>
<td>.773</td>
<td>.833</td>
<td>.939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Title,Content)</td>
<td>(Title,Content)</td>
<td>.53</td>
<td>.818</td>
<td>.871</td>
<td>.955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Title,Content)</td>
<td>(Title,Content)</td>
<td>.545</td>
<td>.795</td>
<td>.841</td>
<td>.932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTH-BERT</td>
<td>(Title,Hypernyms,Content)</td>
<td>(Title)</td>
<td>.575</td>
<td>.811</td>
<td>.858</td>
<td>.961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Title,Hypernyms,Content)</td>
<td>(Title,Hypernyms)</td>
<td>.543</td>
<td>.803</td>
<td>.858</td>
<td>.953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Title,Hypernyms,Content)</td>
<td>(Title,Hypernyms,Content)</td>
<td>.669</td>
<td>.898</td>
<td>.953</td>
<td>.976</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

territories by poverty rate\(^{22}\). Another concern is that with longer articles covering manifold topics the best match is entirely subjective. In general, as the table corpus grows, the likelihood of multiple good matches increases. Our ad hoc analysis of top results showed that in numerous cases the top few results were all reasonable and difficult to rank in quality. For example, the article GDP Is In, And Recession Is Out... Or Is It?\(^{23}\), discusses GDP but also the prospect of a major financial crisis. The top-3 tables retrieved were as follows:

1. List of recessions in the United States\(^{24}\)
2. List of countries by past and projected GDP (nominal)\(^{25}\)
3. List of countries by past and projected GDP (PPP)\(^{26}\)

8 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we introduced the problem of collocating Web table and news articles to foster news understanding and exploration. Our proposed solution is based on the BERT framework, which first pre-trains a BERT encoder on a large news corpus, and then fine-tunes it based on a table-article pairs. Our evaluation shows that our model outperforms traditional text encoder strategies and information retrieval techniques, and having encoders trained in the domain corpus have a great impact on the model’s performance.

In terms of evaluation, constructing a larger human curated training/evaluation dataset model may enhance the model and reader satisfaction. In terms of the model, multiple enhancements could be explored:

- Use the whole web table content - including embedding rows and incorporating an explicit hierarchical structured, similar to [16].
- Pre-train BERT model as a classification task for KG entities or a similar procedure to massage the model to learn associations between entity concepts. Such work has been explored in [19].
- Mask dates and numbers in pretraining, fine-tuning and inference, employing separate matching models for such instances.

This work can be a first step towards table-enhanced news intelligence. Possible future directions include but are not limited to: finer-granular association of web tables with snippets of text rather than a document as a whole; detection of most relevant view of a web table in the context of the news.
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